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INTRODUCTION.
The town of Albany is situated on the northern side of

Princess Royal Harbour. This harbour is an almost completely

land-locked body of water about five miles long from north-west to

south-east, and about two and a half miles in width, which at its

eastern end connects with King George’s Sound by a narrow

channel. Much of the country surroim<ling Princess Royal Har-

bour is of a rugged and broken character, rising into high rounded

domes and ridges of granite on the northern .side, and into a

prominent serrated ridge of granite and the rock known as

"coastal limestone” on the southern. This latter ridge separates

the waters of the harbour from those of the open ocean. (PL L).

King George’s Sound is a large sheet of water almost land-

locked on three sides, hut open on the east to the f'cean. It is

connected at its western end with Princess Royal flarbour, and
at its north-w^estern corner with the estuary known as Oyster

*By permission of the Director of the Geological Survey of Western
Australia,
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Harbour. The Sound is bounded on the north chiefly by high

steep ridges o£ granite which plunge sharply into the sea; on the

west by the low sand hills of Middleton and other beaches, and b>

high cliffs of granite; on the south by a precipitous line of granite,

flanked by the coastal limestone
;

and on the east by the ocean,

with Michaelmas and Breaksea Islands dividing the entrance into

three channels.

Oyster Harbour has an extremely narrow entrance, but opens

out to a width of about two miles. Most of it is very shallow,

and at low tide, large areas of its bottom arc exposed. At its

entrance, the opposing sides are strikingly different, that on the

west being the end of the low Middleton Beach and sand-cliffs,

known as Ifmu Point, and that on the east being a granite mass

513 feet high, which rises rather abruptly from the water. The

western shore of the harbour is either fringed with low-lying silted

up ground or with cliffs composed of sedimentary rocks of little

Height, which bear evidence of marine abrasion. Most of the

eastern shore is only a few feet above sea level with low ridges in

the near background. The King and Kalgan Rivers enter at the

northern end.

Fig- 39-

From the western end of Princess Royal Harbour and stretch-

ing at least as far as Torbay Inlet, there is a belt of low-lying
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swampy ground parallel to the coast, and occupied in ])laces by

small lakes (e.g. Grassmere or Lake Powell, adjacent to the Grass-

mere railway station). Into this area, which might for conven-

ience be referred to as the “Grassmere Valley,’' the Seven Mile

Creek and Marbellup Brook drain. To the north of Grassmere

Valley the country ascends to a low extensive and somewhat dis-

sected plain, which is formed of marine sediments.

Wemay summarise the chief physical features of the country

as follows :

—

(!) Swampy land, a few feet only above sea level.

( 2) Slightly elevated plains of marine sediments, these plains

in the vicinity of Albany being dissected by shallow wide open

valleys.

(3) Belts of granite, dissected by streams, with isolated hills

and groups of hills of the same rock attaining to various heights

up to 700 feet above sea level. Within a short distance outside

the area dealt with in this paper, the -granite hills attain a height

of close upon 2,000 feet or more.

(4) Along the coasts of Princess Royal Harl)our and King

George’s Sound, bold rocky cliffs, which alternate with smooth

sandy beaches, behind which lie shallow lakes and swamps with

intermediate sand ridges^

(5) The granite and limestone ridge between the harbours

mentioned and the open ocean.

GEOLOGY.

The general geology has been described by Mr. A. Gibb

Maitland,! Government Geologist of Western Australia (see Bul-

letin 20 of the Geological Survey), and his map is here reproduced

with some slight variations and additions to the geology and some

other details which illustrate the physiographic changes discussed

in this ])aper.

SbC-TWN OF COUA/TR'i AT AlBANY.

^ Basic Dynes --A'lAn/NB Sepi/^bnts
/ pLAnTAGener Beds )

Fi^r. 40.

tSome earlier references are given by Mr. Maitland, but as they do
not affect the main quesdons here discussed, we do not quote them.



FUNDAMENTALIGNEOUS COMPLEX.

The fundamental rock is granite which has a wide distribution

throughout the Aliiaii) district, its chief outcrops forming all the

higher ridges and hills, except portions of the Darwin Ridge. It

forms the rock of all the islands, and of most of the prominent
sea cliffs, as well as constituting the main portion of the Poron-
gorup Range. miles to the north, between Albany and the

sedimentary Stirling Kange. In the vicinity of Albany the granite

varies much in texture from fnie to coarse-grained, and is fre-

quently ])orphyritic. It is traversed by veins of apUte and pegma-
tite. The granite is essentially composed of quartz, microcline,

oligoclase. hornblende and biotite. Its surface contour is most
irregular, reaching ld(J5 feet above sea level at Mount Gardiner,

and extending in places beneath the marine sediments to some
depth l)elow the ocean level. It has suffered enormous erosion

prior to the deposition of the Plantagenet HedS described later,

and further denudation since their formation.

Intrusive into the granite are numerous basic dykes ( dolerite

and basalt) which range in width from less than an inch to

many yards. These dykes may be seen on many of the bare

granite hills penetrating the granite with remarkable clearness,

rivalling in this respect the diagrams of text books. At the brick

pit about three miles to the north-west of Albany, a decomposed

uasic dyke cuts through not only the granite, but also the over-lying

marine sediments. Thh evidently belongs to a later series of basic

dykes than many of those intrusive into the granite, and may
possibly be related to the basalts of which those at Bunbury are

the type.

PLANTAGENET BEDS.

In the hollows of the granite the marine series of sediments

already referred to. rest. These beds, the deposition of which has

largely levelled the country, the authors propose to name the

"Plantagenet Beds,” in view of their wide distribution throughout

the Plantagenet district. They extend at least from Torbay (to

the west of Albany) as far eastward as the Phillips River, and

northward to the southern side of the Stirling Range. The only

localities where they have been studied in any detail are Albany,

Warriu]) (about -b") miles north-east of Albany) and Cape Riche,

though characteristic fossils have been collected at many other

points. The rocks at /\lbany are well shown in the brick pit

mentioned above. They cottsist of a silt at times cemented into

a fine-grained sandstone, and they still retain jiractically their

horizontal position, showing that although the land has since their

formation been relatively elevated and depressed, scarcely any

disturbance of the rocks has occurred. Siliceous sponges are

esi)ecially abundant throughout these beds, many complete skeletons

of lithistids being obtainable, w'hilst isolated spicules of the same
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and of tetractinellids form an important proportion of the whole

rock. In addition, gasteropods, cephalopods, lamellibranchs, and

echinoids are found, but unfortunately they are, as a rule, too

poorly preserved for specific determination, though an extensive

collection might ena1)le the s])ecies of some forms to be ascertained.

Lithologically these beds are characterised by

—

(1) Their uniformly fine grain.

(2) The comparatively small proportion of kaolin present.

(b) The almost total absence of calcium or magnesium car-

bonates.

(4) The large ])roportion of purely siliceou^material present

(
quartz and oi)al )

.

(a) The fact that siliceous foi)al) sponge spicules form an

appreciable, at times a preponderating, part of the whole mass.

(tj) The usual slight coherence of the ])articles to one another.

d'he following arc analysesj of two coherent sandstones belong-

ing to this series from Cape Riche :

—

While Stone. Vellow Stone.

S1O2 sol. in 5 %
Si02 insol. „

NaOH
5,

... ...

60 22

^3-40
cc cc

AI2O3 ... ... 6.2^ 5 95
FejOj ... ... T -95 234
MgO ... ... ... 57 39
CaO • • • . • . ... '3 nil

H 2 0 above 100° 2 74 2-82

H 2 0 ;it loo'^ . . ... ... 3*50 3'19
Alkalis end loss ... 1-24 2-43

[OO'OO I OO'OO

Bulk specific gravity 133 1-44

'True specific gravity 2 . I 8 2 -20

In consequence of having been laid down upon a very irregular

surface of granite the thickness of the Plantagcnet Beds must be

variable, in some places l)eing very thin and probably nowhere
exceediu-g feet. Their exact age is tindelermined, but from
the freciuently unconsolidated nature of the materials, their a])proxi-

mately horizontal stratification, and the modern appearance of the

contained fauna, the sediments cannot be very ancient. I'ossils

from various localities have at times been examined by Mr.

J Hy E.S.?.



Robert Etheridge, of the Australian Museum, Sydney, but on
account of their poor state of preservation, he has been unable to

state their age more definitely than (taking the substance of his

statements for various localities in impul)lished letters to the

Geological Survey of Western xA.ustralia) as “either recent or

youngTertiary.’* **

On the other hand the most definite evidence in regard to the

age of the Plantagenct Series is afforded by the fossil .-ituria

australis (McCoy), a cephalopod. having in Victoria, according to

McCoytt, and Chapnian$t, a range from Oligoccne to Lower
Pliocene. One specimen of this was determined some years ago

l)y R. Etheridge, Junior, in material from Cape Riche, and a

second (piite recetitly by T.. (dlanert in undoubted S])icular silt of

the Plantagcnet Series from the Bremer River**, 10(i miles north-

east of Al1)any, In view of the occurrence of this fossil, and

of the known extensive sul>mergence of Southern Australia during

Miocene times, the authors ‘believe that the Plantagenct series will

ultimatelv be determined as of Miocene age.

From a ])hysiographic and geological i}oint of view, it is very

necessary that a detailed examination should be made of the fossils

contained in these widesjmead dci)osits. The same remarks apply

to other fossiliferous rocks of comparatively late age in the

southern ])ortion of this State ( e.g., those at Lake Cowan) which
may ultimately be correlated with the Plantagenct Series.

LATCH rOKMAl'KJXS.

The rock known as the “Coastal Limestone” occurs ond^ortion?

of the crest and sloi)es facing the ocean of the high ridge between

IVincess Royal Tlarbour and King George's Sound on the north,

and the Southern Ocean on the south, to which reference has

already been made. Charles Darwin, during the famous voyage

of the “Beagle” lande<l near P>ald Head and made various ob.scr-

vations there. As the ridge referred to hears no distinctive name,

we propose lo term it the "Darwin Ridge,” in honour of the great

naturalist who first studied its structure. The coastal limestone

mav be ol)servcd covering and j)lastering over the granite, which

from its numerous outcro])S at all heights from sea-level to crest

may be rcgarderl as the back bone of the ridge. i\Tr. Maitland has

described this limestone and considers it to be of aeolian origin,

a conclusion reached independently by the authors, who have

observed that it is comi)osed mainly of foraminifera and fragments

of calcareous algae, which have been blo^\T^ into their i)resent

*See Bulletin 26 of the Geological Survey of Western Australia, p.

60.

I't kalaeotology of Victoria, Decade III., PI. xxiv., pp. 21, 22.

ft “Australasian Lossils,” 1914, p. 210.
** Bremer River runs into Bremer Bay.
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]:ositions by the i)revailing winds. The rock represents in their

opinion, old sand dunes that have l^eeii in large part consolidated.

Owing to the variability in composition from place to place,

the whole of the sands of these old dunes have not been con-

solidated into the hard coastal limestone, although the latter rock

outcrops so widely that in maj^ping the country fairly definite

boundaries must be given to the area in which the limestone pre-

dominates, and in this way it must be saparated from those other

dimes which appear so far to have entirely esca])ed consolidation,

or almost so.

This irregularity of conversion of the dunes into limestone

is rather to be expected than to be wondered at, when the process

of consolidation, namely, the solution from the sands themselves

and the redeposition of carbonate of lime, and the diiferetit

characters of the sands, which are i)artly calcareous and partly

almost wholly siliceous, arc considered. The process may be

regarded as a more oi less continuous one from the time of its

commencement to the present day, and it is still going on. Concur-

rently with this consolidating ])rocoss. the limestone is being re-

duced again to sand by atmos]dicric agencies, and these two

antagonistic forces have no doubt been at work from the time when

consolidation first commenced, which would probably soon follow

the formation of the dunes.

There is no definite evidence as to the age of the older dunes,

but judging from their distribution they ivere formed subsequent

o the de])osition, and uplift of the Plantagent marine beds.

The remaining rocks of the district belong to the recent period

and comprise the sands of the jmesent forming dunes of the coast

and of the beaches and bars of the present seas, together with the

fine silt (including diatomaceous earth of Crassmere and else-

where) now filling the lakes and swamps of the low-lying portions

of the district. They need not be further mentioned here.

PHYSIOGRAPHY.

KJX'EXT 1)ISPLA(’EMKXTS OF THE STBAXD LINE.

There is evidence in the Albany district of three comparatively

recent —geologically speaking —displacements of the strand line,

'['he first (jKjsitive) ot these three is that of the submergence of

the old eroded granite land surface, upon which the Plantagenet

marine beds rest. As those beds now form a wide-spread plain of

marine sedimentation, the ocean, on the displacement referred to,

must have stretched as far north as the Stirling Range, and also

to the east and west of /Vlbany, the eastward extension covering
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many miles. The Plantagenet beds near Albany rise to a height of

170 to 200 feet or more al)ove sea-level, but their maximum thick-

ness is not known. The depth of the I^lantagenet Sea has not been
determined, but as the present hills and ridges of granite rise high

aljove the existing plain of marine sedimentation— and were thus

not submerged —and the organisms contained in the strata do not

appear to be of very dccp-waler origin, the depth of the sea was
probalily not more than a few hundred feet. The summits of the

old granite hills and ridges would thus at that time have formed
a grou]) of islands and islets, at no great distance from the coast,

being in this res])ect a close counter-part to the present Recherche

Archipelago, some distance to the east of Albany. There is also

no evidence at i)resent available to <letermine the height of the old

land surface i)rior to submergence.

The secoml displacement was a negative one, the old sea-bed

in the neighbourhood of Albany attaining a height of more than

200 feet above sea-level. 'I’his fact is indicated by the present

height of the i)lain of marine sedimentation, which however, docs

not measure more than a minimum amount of disi)lacement, as a

])ositive movement has since taken i)Iace. Hetween the time of

the latter and the negative displacement, the land must have

occui)ied a much greater area than at jiresent. Judging l)y the

channels forming the various entrances to King George’s Sound,

the land probably extended at least as far cast and south as these

entrances, and perhaps also considerably to the south of the present

ocean coast line west of P*ald Head.

The third dis])lacement was the i)ositive movement just re-

ferred to. which resulted in the drowning of the lower end of

the old Kii:g-Kalgan River, and the formation of Oyster and

Princess Royal Harbours and King George’s Sound (the latter

two ])ossibly however, forming at first portion of a strait extending

to the prcsein 'I’orljay Inlet). These points \\ill be later discussed

and the evidence stated to show that on this dis])]acement. the sea

covered somewhat more land than at i)resent. To the north of

Alba’iv the depth of the sea caused by this nuwement might only

have been a comi)arat ively few feet (as the partially drowned

valleys of the imcsent King and Kalgan Rivers have not very deeiJ

water), but if the obi land extended eastward from Limestone

Head, in the latter locality, assuming no change in depth has since

taken place, it would be nume than IftO feet, as the sea there is

now a greater depth than this. It is quite possible that the *b)

fathom liiic was about the boundary of the old land.

There may have been a later negative mo\ ement, but the

writers are not aware of any definite evidence as to this, although

it has been noticed in many ])arts of the Australian coast. If how-

ever. it is taking ])lace. it will hasten the reclamation of the land.
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THE DHOWNEI) VALLEYS AND PLAINS,

1'hat the land has l)een com])arative]y recently submerged (the

third displacement above described) is at once suggested by the

huge rounded masses of granite that rise boldly from the sea; by

the irregular nature of much of the coast line; In the various sea

channels: and by the full ap])carance of the rivers.

Amongst the granite outcrops are the islands known as

Breaksea. Michaelmas. Mistaken and Seal. These are either at

the entrance to or within King (jcorge's Sound. On the mainland,

the high and slee{) hills known as Mounts Melville, Clarence and

Adelaide, rise sharply from the sea. and the same remark applies

to the granite mass opposite Knm Point at the mouth of Oyster

Harbour. Limestone Head at the southern entrance to King
George’s Sound also shows a bold outline. It evidently consists of

granite, coated with coastal limestone.

The irregular nature of much of the coast line is shown by

the large harbours frequently referred to in this paper, as well

as by the smaller indentations to the cast and to the west.

The various sea channels include the channel between Eclipse

Island and the mainland, the three entrances to King George’s

Sound, and the entrances to Princess Royal and Oyster Harbours.

The former harbour { Princess Royal) originally apparently had

three entrances, but the two southern ones have disappeared, owing

to causes which are subsequently stated.

The peculiar full appearance so indicative of drowned valleys

is very well shown in the lower i^ortions of both the King and the

Kalgan Rivers, the valleys of these streams in such portions con-

taining far more water than they would if they acted merely as

drainage channels for the ordinary rain waters falling within their

respective basins. ( PI. II.. Figs. 1 and 2).

These facts are therefore taken to be conclusive evidence of

the recent drowning of the lower ])ortions of the valleys and of

the plains on which the rivers formerly meandered. Thus the

King and Kalgan Rivers were, prior to this drowning, united below

their present mouths into one stream, which made its way over the

land now covered by the waters of Oyster Ilarhour and King
George’s Sound, and api)arcnlly ])assed through the notch that now
forms the south channel of the Sound. By this submergence the

rivers were betrunked and the three large harbours (Oyster. Prin-

cess Royal, and King George’s Sound) were brought into existence,

with probably however, at first an extension of the sea through

to Torbay Inlet, with the long east and west Darwin Ridge as ai.

island. Since drowning, various changes have taken place which

have reduced the sea area, as will be shown in a later section.

It may be noted that three channels form the entrances to King
George’s Sound, and three channels (having the same east and
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west direction as. hut narrower than those of the vSound)*
,

appar-

ently formerly existed as the entrances to Princess Royal Har-
bour.^* So far as the Sound channels arc concerned, we have

sug'gestcd above that the old united King-Kalian River probably

passed through the south channel, and thus the latter becomes
intelligilde. but the origin of the Princess Royal channels is not

clear, as no present stream can be suggested as having occupied

any one of those channels prior to submergence.

Both on the mainland and island coasts of the harbours, cliffs

appear to have been little cut by the sea, thus ap])arently emphasising

the comparatively recent drowning of the land: but in this con-

nexion. it must he remembered that the mode of weathering of the

granite into rounded masses by exfoliation, would tend to keep the

cliffs relatively lou by the constant slipping into the sea of the

large onion-like Ikikes of rocks above the sea-cut clilYs, thereby

reducing the height of the latter.

On the ocean coast Itetween Bald Head and Torbay Inlet, the

cliffs are high and steep, and the coast line, despite certain promon-

tories of granite, is on the whole very regular and unindented,

suggesting strongly that marine abrasion has been at work for a

considerable peirod of time. The nature and structure of the rocks

must however, as regards this point, he taken into consideration.

As already indicated, the surface rocks of the Darwin Ridge are

the cjasta. limestones, plastering and covering over, as con.solidateH

sand dunes, the old granite. The action of the wind in building

up sand dimes along a coast almost invariably smooths the outline

jf that coast, and hence it may be concluded that the present form

of the coast in question is due to this cause. 'I'his land must how-

ever, in the alisence of direct evidence to the contrary, be regarded

as having taken part in the depression which caused the drowning

of the valleys and plains, and consequently the coast line must

have extended farther south. This raises the question as to when

the sands which now form the limestone were built up. If we regard

them (and therefore the resulting limestone) as of later occur-

rence than the drowning of the valleys, that is a sufficient explana-

tion of the present contour of the coast: hut the limestone, as

Hmesione. although it is still forming as shown above, certainly

appears for the most part to l)e older than the loose sands which

form the various bars aliout the large harbours, and which rc])resent

tlic deposits since the last known submergence. The formation

in large part of the limestone may therefore probably he regarded

as i)rior to such submergence, although the point cannot at present

*In acldition to the «^reement in number and direciion between the two

sets of channels, the most southerly of the three is in each case, the widest.

**The causes of the disappearance of two of these channels are later

stated.
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be definitely proved. On this hypothesis, the coast has probably

sustained considerable marine abrasion, which largely accounts for

its present even outline, such abrasion being assisted by the great

strength of the waves on this outer exposed coast, and the absence

of any protecting sand bars.

jaULUIXU OF SAXl) liAKS AVU TIIF, OUOWTII OF THE LAND

SIX(’E I’TTE I.ATEST SUHMFEOEXl'E.

That sand bars have been extensively l)nilt in various places, is

evident on a very casual examination, and likewise that, largely

owing to such Inulding, the sea has been silted up into land, with

the formation of temporary lagoons and lakes, and the tying of

islands to the mainland and to one another.

An excellent example of a long sand bar is the well-known

-Aliddletou Ileach, at the north-western end of King (leorge’s Sound.

This beach is about three miles long, and stretches north-easterly

from Mr. .\delaide to Emu Point. The sea was originally about

a mile farther west, stretching soulh-Avestwards from Bayonet

Head to Strawberry Hill, and thence south-eastwards to Mt.

Adelaide; l)Ut the intermediate area, owing to the exceptional facili-

ties provided by the sand bar, has now almost all silted up, although

still swampy and ])ossessing one main sheet of water, Lake

Sep]}ings. The hnilding of the Middleton bar has reduced the

month of Oyster Harbour to its ])resent narrow dimensions, and by

such reduction, the silting up of the bay just mentioned has been

much facilitated. It is the formation of this bar that has caused

the Middleton Beach to be such an excellent bathing spot.

Other sand bars —behind which are swamps and lagoons —have

been recently built to the east of Albany.
,

An illustration of the building of the particular form of sand

bar known as a “toinbolo,” which results in the tying of islands, is

shown in the narrow peninsula running north from Frenchman

Bay to the entrance of Princess Koval Harbour. This strip of

land consists of two low sandy areas, connecting two higher belts

of granite with the main mass of the latter to the south. On the

King George’s Sound side, the sandy portions arc bounded l)y low

cliffs of sand, whilst on the Princess Royal Harbour side the sand

slopes gently to the sea. The difference is due partly to the

rougher sea of the outer harbour compared with that of the inner,

the former tending to build the sand into banks, and partly to the

action of the wind in blowing the sand over into the smoother water

of the inner harbour. The granite hills of the i->eninsula arc appar-

ently old islands now tied to one another and to the southern main-

land by the sand bars just mentioned. The result has been to

reduce the number of entrances to the Princess Royal PTarbour

from three to one. and to give greater play to that bay for silting

up. The acceleration of the latter will be understood when it is
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noted that the present entrance is but a little over a quarter of a

mile wide, while the more southerly of the two old channels was
over a mile in width.

If, as seems probable, the sea on the latest submergence
stretched as a strait from King George’s Sound to Torbay Inlet

w ith Darwin Ridge as an island, such strait ( W'hich might for con-
venience he referred to as the “Grassmere Strait”) has since been
largely silted up, and has now become tlie Grassmere Valley, with
the lakes, such as Grassmere or Lake Powell and others, as tem-
porary phases in the growth of the land. The conversion of w'ater

into dry land has been considerably assisted in this area by the for-

mation in the beds of fresh water lakes of thick deposits of diatom
frustules. By this means Grassmere has been plainly reduced to

one half its earlier extent, wdiat was formerly the southern half of
the lake being now' occupied by a dry bed of diatomaceous earth at

least six feet thick.

None of the three channels forming the entrance to King
George's Sound has yet been converted into dry land, but the
Admiralty charts show that there is a shallowing of the channel
( the North Channel) betw’een the mainland and Michaelmas Island,

which if continued wall result in the tying of the island to the

mainland.

The mouths of Oyster and Princess Royal Harbours still

remain open. In the former case, the flow of water from the

King and Kalgan Rivers, together wdth the tide, may be responsible

Tor this, but in the latter case, although the tide probaltly has some
influence, dredging has to be continuously ])ractise(i to keep an open
waterway of the necessary depth.

One of the general results of the building of the sand bars is

to facilitate silting and consequently to rapidly increase the area of

land reclaimed from the sea. the materials forming the new land

being the detritus brottght down by the rivers and creeks and the

sands carried by tides, currents or wdnds into the silting area. As
this silting up jirogrcsses, and assuming no deformation. Oyster
Harbour, amongst other changes, will disappear, and its place will

be taken by low swampy lan<], through wdiich the King and Kalgan
Rivers will meander, but as one river, the two having become en-

grafted by the reclamation of the land.

Another result is the smoothing of the coast line which lies to

the cast of Albany, where immediately following the latest submer-
gence, the coast was more broken and irregular than the present

one.

By the process of natural reclamation here outlined, swampv
land is formed, which on being drained, is well suited to the grow'th

of various agricultural products.



GENERALROCK WEATHERING.

Some brief remarks may be made on this point. The principal

hard rocks of the district are the granite and the coastal limestone.

They present a clear contrast, the former being carved into ronnded

forms, and the latter into serrated ridges and sharp points.

The effect of the spheroidal ^\eathering of the granite on a

great scale as tending to keep the marine-ciit cliffs low, has been

noticed above. Another point is that these spheroidal coats slip at

times from higher to lower levels on the land, and so form land-

slips of which abundant evidence exists at All)any. These land-

slips cause a danger that must be safeguar<led against as residences

encroach on to the higher portion of Ml. Clarence. The vegetation

is of course removed with the rock mass on a landslip, leaving

a bare and frequejitly steep surface. Rain falling upon this sur-

face, washes away the soil and debris as fast as formed, and thus

many of the granite slopes arc destitute of plant life. A striking

instance of this feature is the bald, smooth mass of granite forming

the southern end of Mt. Melville.

The general weathering of the granite is also influenced by the

numerous basic dykes of two distinct types, by the pegmatite veins,

and by the very marked variations in texture and composition of

the granite itself.

The sharp and serrated mode of weathering of the coastal

limestone has been already referred to. On the ocean side between

Skull Head and Cave Point, the limestone has a high dip toward

the sea. This assists the slipping of the rocks from the cliff face,

when the latter is undermined by marine abrasion.

In connection with the weathering of the coastal limestone,

reference may here he made to the fine examples of casts of roots,

stems, and branches of shrubs and trees in carbonate of lime dis-

solved out of the limestone, vide Plate TIL, Figs. 1 and

2. Apart from its own intrinsic interest, this ])henomenon will

always possess a great historic value to Australian natural history

students, by reason of Charles Darwin having very fully described

it. To that admirable account nothing need be here added.

OTHER FEAT I RES.

'I'he Albany district is rich in physiographic interest. Reside

the phenomena describe<l in this paper, there are possible wave-cut

terraces, various plains of erosion (indicated by the granite masses

at various levels) and residuals on such plains. 'Phe writers have

however, not sufficient evidence to justify at present any account

of these interesting occurrences.

SrMMART.

The Albany district possesses a much indented coast line with

precipitous cliffs of granite and less frequently of limestone, both



on the islands and mainland, alternating with smooth sandy

beaches. 'The land features arc diversified, the various forms

comprising prominent hills and ridges, a low somewhat dissected

plateau of marine sediments, a high coastal ridge of granite partly

covered with the coastal limestone, and low swampy ground at the

heads of the harbours and l)ehind the recent sand bars. The j)ic-

turesque King and Kalgan Rivers are the two main streams of

the area, the other streams being small and comparatively insigni-

ficant.

A study of the geology reveals granite as the fundamental

rock iv-tersected by pegmatite veins and dolerite and basaltic dykes.

In the eroded hollows of the granite lie an extensive series of

marine beds known as the Idantagenet beds (which are ])robably of

Miocene age); and aUnig the ocean coast, old sand dunes which

originally spread over the old granite ridge there have been largely

consolidated to form the coastal limestone. The most recent

deposits inchidc the superficial fluviatile and lacustrine silts, sands

and infusorial earths, together with the sands of the various sand

liars and of the ])resent-forming dunes.

At least three geologically recent displacements of the strand

line have taken place, the earliest of these being the submergence

following which the Plautageiiet marine beds were deposited. The
second resulted in the uplift of the land upon which the King and

Kalgan Rivers and other streams carved out their channels. The
third movement drowned the lower ends of the valleys and the

adjacent land. /ks a result of this movement the sea may have

extended as a strait from King George’s Sound to Torbay Inlet.

Since the last definitely known (positive) movement, land has

been naturally reclaimed from the sea by silting up, the latter

being hastened by the formation of lines of sand bars. The most

l)rominent of these liars is that which has produced Middleton

Beach. By such silting and building of bars, some old islands have

been tied to the mainland

The granite weathers into jirominent rounded masses, and the

coastal limestone into serrated ridges. Landslips occur on the

granite hills.

The writers are indelited to their colleague, Mr. H. P. Wood-

ward for various information relating to the Albany district.


